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Exiled former tycoon Mikhail Khodorkovsky has said he plans to relocate the employees of his
media projects out of Russia or close them altogether over state pressure on dissent.

Khodorkovsky launched the Open Media and MBKh Media outlets in 2017 after Russian
authorities blacklisted as “undesirable” his pro-democracy NGO Open Russia, banning its
activities within the country. Last week, Russian prosecutors added four other Khodorkovsky-
linked civil society and educational groups, all based abroad, to its list of “undesirable”
organizations.
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I’m ready to relocate members of my media projects out of the country. With the

https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2021/07/01/russia-tags-4-khodorkovsky-linked-ngos-undesirable-a74393


level of pressure the government is currently putting on my people, I’ll do my best
at protecting them by either relocating the projects out of Russia or stopping them
altogether.

— Mikhail Khodorkovsky (English) (@mbk_center) July 2, 2021

“With the level of pressure the government is currently putting on my people, I’ll do my best
at protecting them by either relocating the projects out of Russia or stopping them
altogether,” Khodorkovsky tweeted Friday.

“I don’t have the confidence to say that people known as opposition journalists, those who
openly express their position, will not become the next target of the purge.”

At least one journalist, MBKh Media’s Alexander Skrylnikov who goes by Syrnikov, confirmed
that he had fled Russia without specifying whether he had relocated as part of
Khodorkovsky’s pledge.

“Life in Russia was getting more difficult and dangerous for me every day. I left the country,
leaving people dear to my heart here,” Skrylnikov tweeted Thursday.

Related article: Russia Tags 4 Khodorkovsky-Linked NGOs ‘Undesirable’

Khodorkovsky, who spent almost a decade in Russian prison on fraud charges he said were
politically motivated, announced his decision three months after the U.S.-funded RFE/RL
news outlet reportedly offered its staff support to relocate. Russia has slapped multimillion-
dollar fines on RFE/RL over its “foreign agent” designation, a tag that could lead to prison
time for its employees.

Members of “undesirable” foreign groups also face up to four years in prison, while those
accused of organizing its activities face up to six years in prison.

Another “undesirable” Khodorkovsky group, the Open Russia opposition movement,
disbanded in May to avoid jail sentences for supporters ahead of this fall’s parliamentary
elections. Its former executive director Andrei Pivovarov was later detained after being taken
off a departing flight in Moscow and now faces up to six years in prison under the
“undesirables” law.

In 2018, Khodorkovsky pulled funding for one of his investigative outlets following the
murder of three employees filming an investigation into the Wagner private military group in
the Central African Republic.
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